We live in a fascinating era. Plenty of technologies are emerging from scientific inquiry; innovations revolutionise our industry and everyday life. Science communication is and always was an essential and organic part of scientific discovery. New innovations are focusing on solving problems that have social, economic and legal perspectives at the same time. Therefore, these issues cannot be addressed only by using technological or natural scientific approaches. They are in need of e.g. social sciences and the involvement of professionals outside academia. These changing inter- and transdisciplinary ways require new forms of science communication. Following these trends, the Science Communication section of Science Communication and Education department at TU Delft has reshaped its research and education portfolio during the last years. Through this profiling process, we came up with the name Communication Design for Innovation, because it seems to reflect better what is needed from science communication professionals today.

In this series of comments, we asked professionals from different fields to share their views on and experiences in interdisciplinarity, knowledge and perspective integration, design thinking and participatory design. We shortly sum up their comments while we introduce our vision on science communication.
The challenges of our modern world are becoming multi-dimensional, integrating not only technological but also societal, economic, health and environmental issues. The complexity of these problems requires the involvement of multiple stakeholders, actors from different organisations, interests and spheres of activity in the processes aiming to tackle these problems [National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, 2017; van der Sanden and Flipse, 2015]. Solving these problems often requires behaviour change at a personal and at an organisational level [Brown, Harris and Russell, 2010]. Integrating multiple stakeholders is a crucial element in tackling these problems for several reasons. First of all, complex problems often require systematic change due to the interconnectedness of the spheres and sectors the issues manifest. Second, systemic changes may cause a power shift among the actors in society. Changes that affect different actors can only be sustainable if these actors are also willing to adopt the changes [Waddell et al., 2015].

Public engagement with science and technology and public participation in science are widely accepted approaches in science communication taking the societal aspects into account. These argue that instead of using one-way communication channels, scientists should actively reach out to society and engage people in discussions or even in participating in scientific activities [Stilgoe, Lock and Wilsdon, 2014]. However, it can be questioned whether these approaches are enough to address the level of involvement that is needed these days.

One of the issues stated as a critique to public engagement and public participation is that these, in general, put the responsibility of communicating science effectively to the individuals. Scientists are claimed to do the science, ideally, by identifying all the scientific perspectives relevant for the solution and forming transdisciplinary research teams; listen to the public and figuring out what people know, feel and think about the particular problem; design audience-specific messages; and finally evaluate these communication acts, with minimal organised institutional support [van der Sanden and Osseweijer, 2011]. All these tasks require specific expertise and skills [Fischhoff and Scheufele, 2013]. But based on the National Academies of Science report on Communicating Science Effectively, many individual scientists performing science communication tend to fail in identifying clear and feasible goals; overestimate what most people know about the subject; overrate the effectiveness of their efforts; and many of them lack the knowledge of communication theories [National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, 2017].

In our view, instead of being a product of an individual scientist or science officer, science communication is or should be a collaborative effort between scientists with divergent relevant perspectives on the one hand; and a collaborative effort between these scientists and other professionals, such as behavioural and communication experts, science communication professionals and project managers to tackle the complex, multi-stakeholder issues effectively, on the other hand [Fischhoff, 2019; van der Sanden and Flipse, 2015].

Megan K. Halpern and Michael O’Rourke mention in their comment that collaborations developing science communication, which can be defined as communities of practice or social worlds, are rarely researched. These science communication collaborations face challenges such as managing differing sets of
priorities, knowledges and skills, as well as a lack of formal structures by which expectations can be clarified. But the focus of this particular comment is on a hardly ever mentioned issue in these science communication collaborations: the power differences between members. They bring examples for how power differences can stand behind the unaligned goals in collaborations developing informal learning programs, and the undiscussed ways of cooperation in teams creating new science museum exhibitions. They also show how different interventions, such as the Toolbox dialogue or the Cultural probes can address these power differences and facilitate knowledge sharing among different experts in science communication communities of practice.

Based on the quality and level of integration, one can distinguish between multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary teams [Stokols et al., 2008]. These terms are sometimes used interchangeably. For clarity, we understand teamwork which involves the integration of knowledge from two or more disciplines as interdisciplinary collaboration [Sonnenwald, 2007]. Under the term transdisciplinary collaboration, we understand two things. First, we see transdisciplinary research as an integrative process in which scientists work together to develop a shared conceptual framework that syntheses and extends discipline-specific knowledge, creating new models and language to address a common problem. Second, in transdisciplinary teams, in our understanding, the involvement of non-traditional stakeholders from other sectors of society is essential [Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn, 2008].

Renate Klaassen shows in her comment that scholars investigating teamwork crossing disciplines have different definitions and understandings about what interdisciplinarity is, which can be related to the field these experts represent. Based on the discussions during the Humboldt University’s “Interdisciplinarity revisited” lecture series, Klaassen explains various distinctions scholars make regarding interdisciplinarity. She discusses the differences between wider and closer interdisciplinarity and how interdisciplinarity could be extended to include the public as well. She brings examples for the bottom-up and top-down organisation of interdisciplinarity in institutions.

The most general form of science-related teamwork is sequential interdependence. Members participating in this kind of partnership work on the same project, but they are only responsible for their parts of the project. In the end, they provide the results of these sub-projects, and the effect is more significant than any member could accomplish on its own. It mainly requires awareness and complementarity to set up and efficiently run these types of projects, so these are considered rather easy to establish [Walsh and Bayma, 1996]. Partnerships in which participants work together throughout the whole research process, from developing ideas, through carrying out research and solving occurring challenges, to summing up the results are called integrative collaborations [Hinrichs et al., 2017].

Transdisciplinary teams and their integrative collaboration have the potential to solve complex or wicked problems, as the problem definition made by the different participants can lead to a greater understanding of the problem, by respecting the individual perspectives [Brown, Harris and Russell, 2010; Norris et al., 2016]. Companies also often adopt transdisciplinary teams consisting of designers,
managers, developers and users for efficient problem solving and decision making [Seidel and Fixson, 2013].

The current Covid-19 pandemic serves as an example to show how the science communication community sees who should be invited to the table to discuss the implications of science concerning Covid-19 mitigations. The Dutch publicist and scientist, Rosanne Hertzberger critiques in a newspaper column [Hertzberger, 2020] that only experts are allowed to talk about scientific issues. This is in line with the anti-vaccination discussion [van der Sanden and Flipse, 2016], in which people formulating critique against vaccination are not taken seriously, because they are not scientific experts. Topics important in the mutual relation between science and society, such as scientific and societal uncertainty and content- and process-wise trust are mostly left undiscussed. This narrow view on inclusion and integration involving only people who are officially knowledgeable about the topic is not useful to solve complex problems, such as the effects of the current pandemic.

Gabriele Bammer shows different options on how science communication could be an internal part of inter- and transdisciplinary research teams in her comment. She discusses that science communication experts included in inter- or transdisciplinary teams should be at least familiar with systems thinking and the best practices of collaboration; otherwise, their contribution to these teams may be minimal. She discusses that effective communication and systems thinking is required to ensure that such groups understand the artificial nature of barriers between disciplines and sectors, the dynamic nature of relationships between these stakeholders, more importantly, the differences of perspectives, and finally the need to keep the whole in mind. Communication, in her view, is not only needed for knowledge sharing within these diverse teams or to external parties but is also essential to provide an understanding of the perspectives of the various stakeholders and to make the collaboration between different stakeholders and disciplines smooth. Therefore she suggests that science communication should join the new discipline of Integration and Implementation Science.

Although the integration of different conceptual frameworks, methods and applications is essential to solving complex problems [Hinrichs et al., 2017], this process of transdisciplinary integration is not easy [Bammer et al., 2020]. It requires respect, trust and the emergence of shared understandings amongst all collaborating partners. Above all, integration requires special expertise, at the level of “knowing what” (understanding what is needed to be integrated), but also at the level of “knowing how” (using methods or interventions that support integration) [Bammer et al., 2020]. Differences in perspectives, knowledge, cultures can lead to conflicts regarding the distribution of tasks, scheduling issues, managing projects, leadership and organisation and information flow between the partners [Walsh and Bayma, 1996]. It is a to-be-acquired skill to collectively establish communications that contribute to shared understandings and actions contributing to solutions to the challenges of our world.

Taking a look at the discipline and practice of design (thinking) offers us insights into these necessary skills [de Vries and van der Sanden, 2016]. The process of design thinking is often used in inter- and transdisciplinary teams working on complex innovations. Design teams are generally multidisciplinary, consisting of
designers, managers, developers and users. The decision making and problem-solving processes that cut through complexity within such diverse groups rely on design thinking methods, and multiple forms of communication serve as a basis to facilitate these interdisciplinary teams [Chasanidou, Gasparini and Lee, 2014].

“Design thinking allows multi-professional teams to develop a mutual understanding due to its strong emphasis on team-based learning regarding both the problem and its potential solutions. Monodisciplinary, pre-established rationales are being replaced with strategies that help to develop a common ground of knowledge and agreement between disciplines. Thus, design thinking helps team members to momentarily disregard the ‘drawers’ in which they have internalised in their academic training — until a problem has been defined precisely enough for professional rationales and expert knowledge to be suitably applied.” [Lindberg, Noweski and Meinel, 2010].

In their comment, Elisabeth LaPensee and Aalap Doshi highlight methods based on design thinking they use at the earliest stage of interdisciplinary research teams to support team formation. They show that these methods can help the forming teams to handle ambiguity that is emerging when researchers need to go out of their disciplinary silos to generate innovative ideas with each other, particularly when the ultimate goal is ‘fuzzy’. These methods which are aimed to understand ‘user’ needs, amplifying diversity, context setting, making things visual and so on also foster collective creativity and create engaging environments in which researchers can collaboratively navigate ambiguous conversations and rapidly reach group consensus.

Learning from participatory design projects

The field of participatory design puts design thinking in practice in collaborative processes including designers and non-designers, experts and laymen. The field, which grew up in the 60s in various parts of the world, has aimed to contribute to development, social movements and transformations in society [Blundell Jones, Petrescu and Till, 2005; Broome, 2005; Hatch, 1984; Sanders and Stappers, 2008; Sanoff, 1988].

Social learning is a key aspect in these participatory design processes [Collins and Ison, 2006]. The movement of positions or perspectives in participatory processes relies on the potential for learning, through the acquisition and sharing of knowledge, through the overcoming of misunderstanding and the creation of new ideas [Richardson and Connelly, 2005; Wenger, 2011]. It is a learning process in which various actors engage, a collaborative design process [Mayer et al., 2005; Payne, Storbacka and Frow, 2008].

During the process, knowledge about the complex nature of the design problem at hand and the best routes to take towards a design solution is gradually gathered. This is done by trying out different ways of looking at the problem, and experimenting with various solution directions until a satisfactory result has been achieved. Design can be described as a process of going through many of these learning cycles towards a designed solution [Lawson and Dorst, 2009].
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This learning in participatory design can be defined as the process of establishing a change of understanding through social learning [van der Sanden and Wehrmann, in press]. The change of understanding can be at a surface level, for instance via the recall of new information, or at deeper levels, referring to a change in attitudes or world views [Reed et al., 2010]. This highlights that the concept of understanding is not only used to refer to cognitive aspects, but is influenced by affective aspects as well. Referring to change of understanding; it addresses understanding as ‘knowing’ by head, but also by heart [Calderon Salazar and Huybrechts, 2020; Akama, Light and Kamihira, 2020]. The participatory design table is a place where different perspectives and even ontologies are allowed to exist; it is a place that is able to work in a context of complexity.

Paola Alfaro-d’Alençon and Horacio Torrent Schneider share their learnings from participatory design projects in housing and urban development. The concept of co-production of commons is central in these learnings, which implies that “citizens can play an active role in the public generation of goods and services in which they are directly involved or that are of importance to them”. They highlight the innovative potential of more inclusive approaches to challenge traditional spatial planning frameworks, requiring new frameworks to support co-productive initiatives.

Participatory design is closer to science communication than one might think [van der Sanden and Wehrmann, 2014]. For example, the motives for participatory design more or less overlap with the reasons to engage the public with science and technology. The ethical or political perspective resonates well with the ideas formulated by the democratisation of science movement: citizens have the right to influence the world they are living in, the technologies they are going to use to solve societal problems they are part of. The second perspective is focusing on assuring the quality and acceptance of the product. This can be reached by fulfilling the theoretical motive for participatory design, which is highlighting the need for multi-perspective, multi-sector and multidisciplinary teams in solving design problems for a better grip on the complex problem. The final aspect is pragmatic: by involving the users; better design specification can be achieved; actual users can tell their needs, experiences and expectations better than any prediction [Greenbaum and Halskov, 1993]. By involving potential users in the design process, the acceptance of the product or the technology itself can be increased [Ives and Olson, 1984]. This perspective is often heard in science communication debates as well [Currall et al., 2008; Hess, 2014; Byrne, 2006].

The degree of user participation in participatory design projects represent points on a continuum between no involvement and involvement by strong user control. In between these extremes, there are different levels of participation, like symbolic involvement, in which case user input is requested but ignored; user advice, which is solicited through interviews or questionnaires or the user being part of the design team [Ives and Olson, 1984]. But if we look at the participatory design projects from the perspective of the user’s role, then we end up with three major categories: design for users, design with users and finally design by users [Bergvall-Kåreborn and Ståhlbrost, 2008]. Here below we explain these approaches in more detail and draw analogies with different science communication approaches.
Design for users — science for people. In the design for users type of participatory projects, professional design teams are designing products and services for and on behalf of the users. They have general data, models, theories and specific methods (interviews, questionnaires, focus groups and ethnography) to get insights into the needs of the users. The users do not actively participate in the design process; they only have a slight influence, which can be seen as customization [Bergvall-Kåreborn and Ståhlbrost, 2008].

This is the level at which effective public engagement projects are operating. It is resonating to Irwin’s notion of science for people, aiming at making science policy more responsive to people’s understanding, and making science-related decision-making more democratic [Irwin, 1995].

Design with users — science by the people, citizen science projects. When products and services are co-designed by designers and users, we talk about projects that fall into the category of design with users. In these projects, usually, there are still clear distinctions between the roles and responsibilities of the designers and the users, but the role of users is much more significant. The designers have the initiator and facilitator role. The users have a strong input related to context and evaluation. The users’ “main resource is their knowledge of the context, together with their vision for the system, and their main skills are cooperative. The designers are change agents supporting the users in their endeavor, ensuring that they have the opportunity to take those decisions that are important to them and making sure that they do so in an informed manner” [Bergvall-Kåreborn and Ståhlbrost, 2008].

We can see a clear parallel with Irwin’s ideas about science by people, in which he made an emphasis on local and contextual knowledge of citizens, which should be taken into account in technological risks and policy debates [Irwin, 1995]. This aspect of science communication focuses on understanding the standpoints of the citizens, and even learn from them.

In our view this is also the level on which most public participation in science projects are operating, by involving citizens in scientific research with the purpose of promoting public understanding of science [Bonney, 1996]. The biggest difference between citizen science and design with users projects is that citizen science expects learning happening only at the citizen’s side [Strasser et al., 2019]. This process is designed such a way that citizens get information on a specific scientific field from the experts, and in return they provide data. One of the biggest drawbacks of these projects is that the setup does not provide possibilities for scientists, science communicators to understand the citizen’s perspectives, therefore excluding mutual learning during the projects. Multiple perspectives are not taken into account and the process is based on the easiest way of scientific teamwork, sequential interdependence. These projects could utilize the knowledge and expertise of professionals involved in design with users projects to facilitate mutual learning.

Design by users — radical citizen science or DIY science projects. In the design by users type of participatory design the users get even more involved, and the designers only take the role of “enhancing the users’ possibilities of developing a system that meets their expectations and fulfills their needs”. In these types of
projects the users design and develop parts of the idea of the product, supported by the designers and various toolkits. This approach facilitates mutual learning, as the users learn specific skills to be able to design things, and designers need to understand the underlying phenomena, when they are taking over the ideas or prototype and finalize the design [Bergvall-Kåreborn and Ståhlbrost, 2008].

This approach reminds us of the radical citizen science projects, in which citizens are involved in deciding on which scientific problems to work or do-it-yourself (DIY) biohacking projects, in which biotechnology projects are run by non-scientists together with biologist and entrepreneurs in places outside institutionalized laboratories [Strasser et al., 2019]. The major issues with these types of extreme citizen science projects are that they are not aiming to solve complex societal problems, and, in most cases, these projects are marginalized, therefore knowledge institutions and governmental organizations are not part of the projects. Therefore, even though this type of citizen science provides possibilities for mutual learning, the scope of these projects is negligible, the majority of classical scientists and science communications are excluded from the social learning processes.

**Discussion**

We see science communication not as a single act, but as a distributed system element in the dynamic development of science and technology. We think that science communication is embedded in the inter- and transdisciplinary teams doing science in a socially responsible way. Interactions within these teams doing and communicating science are multi-way, multi-actor, multi-level and multi-staged. Through these multi-layered interactions, mutual learning is occurring. To effectively navigate in such diverse collaborations, science communication professionals could utilise the expertise of the fields of Science of Team Science and Integration and Implementation Sciences. Design thinking has been shown to be a successful adaptive approach to cut through complexity and is already used in setting up transdisciplinary teams dealing with complex problems. As learning in the proposed groups is crucial, we recommend taking a look at the lessons learned from participatory design projects to integrate their ways of working into science communication in the context of transformative innovations.

By implementing the changes mentioned above, science communication becomes communication design, a participatory design process in inter-or transdisciplinary teams of versatile professionals, in which mutual learning reflects the intensity and therefore the quality of the interaction needed. This way, communication design is stepping beyond public engagement and even public participation, since participatory design changes mindsets instead of solely processes or products. Around the table with scientists, engineers, policy makers and design-based communication researchers, that is the heart of what we research and design for at our Communication Design for Innovation department.
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